Built to Work the Way You Do

The flexible, convertible Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 713 is designed to complement the way you work, whether you prefer standard laptop configuration or tablet mode.

Built to Work the Way You Do

The Verizon display gives you extra vertical screen space without need to constantly scroll up or down.

And the Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 713 incorporates leading edge tech giving you the power to perform

- The Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 713 is Intel® Evo™ certified and powered by the up to 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor, so you’re getting the maximum level of performance.

- Zero-touch enrollment—allowing the end-user to log in, connect to the internet and be ready to go!

- Parallels allows Windows apps to seamlessly run on Chrome OS devices. Including Office!

- Apps for Everyone! Download and run Android apps from the Google Play Store, and access Windows apps through VDI or Parallels Desktop.

- The VertiView display gives you extra vertical screen space without need to constantly scroll up or down.

- When you need to get your job done anywhere, you’ll be drawn to the Acer Chromebook Enterprise Spin 713’s powerful business functions, including:

  - Thunderbolt™ 4 for unparalleled transfer speeds and docking options
  - WiFi 6
  - Corning® Gorilla® Glass touchscreen and touchpad
  - Backlit keyboard
  - Built-in HDMI port
  - Dual USB Type-C ports
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